B.A. ART HISTORY ASSESSMENT FORM

Student’s Name:  E-Number:  Date: __________

Faculty Member:  Score: ______________

Grade Scale
95-100 A  77-79 C+
90-94 A-  74-76 C
87-89 B+  70-73 C-
84-86 B  67-69 D+
80-83 B-  64-66 D

Score questions using numerical grade scale above, then multiply by % value of question.

A. Art History Knowledge— Knowledge of major Western artists, periods, styles is demonstrated. Worth 30%. Score________

Comments:

B. Methodology— Understanding of range of art historical strategies and critical approaches. Worth 30%. Score____________

Comments:

C. Writing— work demonstrates ability to produce well researched essays and to think critically about art. Worth 30%. Score_______

Comments:

D. Response to Visual Information— Imagination, originality, inventiveness. Worth 10%. Score________

Comments:

Additional Comments:  Total Score  _____